
November Sample of
the Month

10” Eco Friendly
Compartment Plate

As Low As

$.70
(R)

per piece



     The restaurant hosting the cookie decorating activity for the winter 
carnival purchases 10” compartment plates to be used for keeping the 
frosting and decorations separate during the activity. 

     An environmentally conscious young woman is hosting her first 
Thanksgiving celebration. She also doesn’t want to spend the evening 
cleaning dishes in the kitchen.  Therefore she decides to order 10” 
Eco-Friendly compartment plates printed with Thanksgiving 2019.  
The plates keep food from touching and are safe for the environment.
 
     In an attempt to raise money for a new recycling center, 
community leaders sell tickets for an all you can eat spaghetti 
dinner.   A local company has an idea to help out and also advertise 
for themselves.  They purchase 10” Eco-Friendly compartment plates 
branded with their logo and telephone number and donate them for 
the dinner. 

     A corporation keeps branded cups and napkins on hand for 
meetings and events at all times.   They have been invited to host a 
luncheon for potential clients so they order 10” compartment plates 
to match what is on hand to tie it all together. 
 
     10” compartment plates are imprinted with the campgrounds logo 
and sold at a camp store for campers easy clean up and disposal.  

     A waste management company hosts its’ annual business meeting 
with investors and members of the board. Food is served on 10” 
Eco-Friendly compartment plate to go along with keeping the 
environment clean and purveying the message of being a ‘green’ 
company.

  

10” Eco-Friendly Compartment Plate (AS312)
  In the market for a promotional product that’s ideal for virtually any business, fundraiser or special event? These recycled, 
printed plates are compostable; making them a great promotion for amusement parks, outdoor festivals and corporate pic-
nics. Made from annually renewable resources, that will completely compost in approximately 50 days. A great way to build 
a “delectable” marketing campaign!  

For more information please email samples@trantergraphics.com

Use the code for a FREE PMS Match and 
Set Up on your order of AS312.
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